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He added that Google could not assure UMass that communication transmitted via Google Apps would
be sent only within the US or that communication data would only be stored on US-based servers.

However, Google said most schools feel the service’s security is at lease adequate, if not excellent, and
such security concerns rarely stop institutions from adopting the service.

“[Security] is certainly a topic of discussion with every school we talk to, and rightfully so,” Keltner
said. “It’s been a concern, but one we’ve been able to address.”

He added that Google often offers a more secure online communication solution than most institutions
use.

Though Google Apps is free for UMass to use and distribute to students, OIT staff are needed to
maintain the system, and the time OIT puts in to upkeep the system currently outweighs the benefit of
letting the service stick around, said Blaguszewski.

Keltner countered that though “some degree of administration is needed [for schools to maintain
Google Apps], it’s usually not substantial,” and often requires less attention than similar services
created and operated by a school’s technology staff, such as UMail.

When asked if OIT should have done more to advertise the launch of Google Apps at UMass,
Blaguszewski said, “We did give it a try, but overtime it became apparent that given the limited scope
of how we could participate, and the small number of students using it,” the University felt it was best
to discontinue the service.

When the plan to adopt Google Apps at UMass was announced in May 2009, the University touted the
move as a way to save money, resources and space.

As of the fall, students’ UMail accounts provided 30 megabytes of e-mail storage, while Gmail allows
for up to seven gigabytes, which Google increases for all its users over time. With 1,024 megabytes in
one gigabyte, that gives students about 239 times more capacity to save e-mails. (UMail has since been
upgraded to around half of one gigabyte.)

Additionally, for those who switched to Google Apps from UMail, their @student.umass.edu address
remained the same.

Last spring, OIT anticipated the Google Apps system would allow the IT staff to refocus their time,
attention and resources on other projects instead of expanding and maintaining the UMail system, said
OIT’s Web Communications Manager Kerry Shaw.

“We decided upon Gmail and Google Apps after a study of options for an e-mail system to help us
meet our rapidly growing needs and students’ expectations,” he said in a University statement last
May. “Google Apps stood out because it offers cutting-edge technology and a high level of service.”

It remains unclear how much longer the Google Apps service will be available to those who signed up
prior to the April 7 announcement that the service will be discontinued.

“OIT will continue to monitor usage and discontinue Google Apps when usage is so low that it makes
support of this service unmanageable,” said the OIT e-mail. “[Current users] can continue to access
and use Google Apps. There are, however, steps you can take to transition away from Google Apps
before OIT discontinues it.

Those steps can be found here, http://www.oit.umass.edu/google/phaseout/migrate.html.

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at mrochele@dailycollegian.com.

One Response to “Google: UMass discontinuing
Google Apps service potentially unprecedented”

Evan Shelhamer says:
May 11, 2010 at 7:25 pm

I believe there’s a simple reason for this: UMail is such a mess that almost everyone already
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forwards their student address to another personal account like GMail. With forwarding in place, no one

has a strong reason to switch service. I would have liked to see UMass migrate everyone over starting

with incoming freshman so everyone could take advantage of the whole Google Apps suite.
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